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Scholarship  
students work to  
save shorelines 

Alumni, assemble! 
Help forge  

UNCW’s future 

Watson College  
offers lifeline  
for teachers 

 



“When I think of UNCW, it’s where I received my start. I’ve benefited  
 from the relationships I developed over the years inside and outside  
 of the classroom, with faculty and administrators, and with other alumni 
  and the community,” says Malcomb Coley ’86, ’89M, Campaign Executive  
 Cabinet member. “It’s incumbent upon us, as alumni, to pave the way  
 for those who come behind us.”
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A Future 
Like No Other
Newly launched university campaign seeks to  
enrich and expand what makes UNCW unique

Maybe it’s our sense of family, 

evident in the smiling faces and helpful hands 

at Move-In, or the lifelong friendships formed 

with classmates and professors. 

Maybe it’s our location, where the sea, 

sun and sky come together – an environment that 

inspired your research or formed the backdrop 

of your student organization retreat.

Maybe it’s our future, vast as the  

horizon on a clear morning at Wrightsville 

Beach – and your chance to play an active 

role in making our university more inclusive 

than it’s ever been before.

It’s hard to put your finger on, but you could  

summarize it this way: UNCW is a place  

like no other.

What do you love most about UNC Wilmington?

As a Seahawk, you can help nurture the unique institution you love 

during  Like No Other. The Campaign for UNCW. The campaign went 

public on Feb. 2, aiming to raise $100 million for the university and 

reach a participation goal of 50,000 alumni gifts.



When you give to UNCW 
during this campaign,  
you can support:
Students Like No Other
As we welcome more Seahawks than ever before, 
we want to ensure they have the support they need 
to succeed. Investments in scholarships, applied 
learning awards and fellowships (see p. 26) will not 
only set new standards for academic excellence – 
increasing the value of your degree – but also enrich 
our university’s culture. 

Faculty Like No Other
As UNCW evolves, we must attract faculty to reflect  
our changing student body and the citizens of our 
region. Philanthropy can help recruit these seasoned 
professionals and acclaimed scholars, allowing them 
to mentor our students (see p. 28), explore creative 
ideas and new technologies, and develop solutions 
to the challenges of our time, all from our campus. 
 

Programs Like No Other
We are well-equipped to build a future-ready work-
force not just for the Cape Fear region but for North 
Carolina, the country and the world. Philanthropic 
support will enhance and expand experiential learning 
programs (see p. 30) that arm our graduates with the 
skills they need to succeed in today’s economy and the 
character traits they need to serve their communities. 

Facilities Like No Other
If you haven’t been back to campus in a while, it’s 
worth taking a (for now, virtual) tour. State investments 
in new buildings – such as the newly opened Veterans 
Hall (see p. 32) – have transformed our campus. But 
private giving maximizes the opportunities those spaces 
can provide, giving our students, faculty, student- 
athletes and community partners a competitive edge.

To learn more about Like No Other. The Campaign 
 for UNCW, please visit uncw.edu/give.
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“As alumni, we are the heart and soul of UNCW,” says  
 Donis Smith ’86,’94M, chair of the UNCW Foundation   
 Board of Directors. “Giving helps foster the connection   
 between alumni and the university, and helps inspire  
 current students to make a difference in the  
 lives of others.”

The articles that follow highlight just a handful of 

the people, places, programs and partners that make 

UNCW an institution like no other. You’re invited to 

read these stories, reminisce about your own UNCW 

experience and join us as we lay the foundation for 

our university’s next great chapter.



 Water has long loomed large in Drew Davey’s life. He grew up  
 along North Carolina’s Outer and Inner Banks. In high school  
 he restored a sailboat, then started living on it. 

“I got an up-close look at coastal morphology [how the beach   
 changes over time] and the consequences hurricanes are having  
 on our coast,” Davey says. “That’s what got me interested in   
 coastal engineering.”

 That interest led him – like many others – to UNC Wilmington,  
 where a unique blend of expertise, infrastructure and location  
 provide a perfect launch pad for research and careers in marine  
 science. For Mariko Polk ’15M, the potential to make discoveries 
 that can help protect and preserve our coastal resources brought 
 her to UNCW not once, but twice. She received her M.S. in  
 environmental studies in 2015 and returned in 2018 to study   
 coastal  ecology with Professor Martin Posey and Assistant   
 Professor Devon Eulie.

 If a passion for the sea is a common thread that brought  
 Davey and Polk to UNCW, so too is a resource that has helped  
 keep them here: scholarship support. Davey received the LS3P 
 Scholarship in Coastal Engineering, and Polk received the Francis  
 Peter Fensel Sr. Memorial Scholarship Endowment. Increasing  
 scholarships and other student support resources is a top  
 priority of Like No Other. The Campaign for UNCW.

 Scholarships provide students – both undergraduate and 
 graduate – financial relief that allows them to focus on big-picture 
  questions they want to answer through experiences and research. 

“I can say from my own experience and other students I’ve  
 talked to in my field, we’re asking these questions because   

 we’re passionate about marine science,” Polk says. “We’re  
 going to make a difference with the research we’re doing.”   
 Polk’s dissertation centers on how shoreline management  
 strategies protect coastal communities and how they affect  
 the delicate ecosystems where the water meets the land. 

 The capabilities of living shorelines – which can involve native  
 vegetation and, sometimes, a variety of sustainable materials   
 constructed by humans but do less damage to the intertidal   
 habitat – are fairly unexplored, and that’s where Polk hopes  
 to provide a contribution through her dissertation. 

“We recently discovered that living shorelines have less lateral 
  erosion, or even experience growth, during storm events” when  
 compared with natural, unaltered shorelines, she says. “Next  
 we’re exploring how living shorelines affect the ecosystem   
 services salt marshes provide, and we are exploring how past  
 coastal management decisions affected the level of damage   
 caused by Hurricane Florence.”

 Once her dissertation is complete, Polk hopes the research  
 can help empower coastal managers, marine contractors and  
 homeowners in shoreline management decision-making that   
 benefits both coastal communities and ecosystems. 

 Davey has similar aims for the research he’s been conducting 
  with Ryan Mieras, an assistant professor and the first full-time,  
 tenure-track faculty member hired for UNCW’s new B.S. in coastal  
 engineering program. Last year, Davey joined Mieras’ team in work  
 supported by a Summer Undergraduate Research and Creativity  
 Awards grant to test a new tool, CCP+, that can help observe  
 and quantify geomorphic changes in coastal environments. 

“A Beautiful Way to Give   
 Back to North Carolina” 

 Drew Davey and Mariko Polk conduct research designed  
 to protect the state’s coastline –and its people 
 By Kristin S. Hanson  
   
  By Kristin Hanson 
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“We don’t have a good understanding of sediment   
 transport in the swash zone (the sand moving in  
 between each wave). The CCP+ allows us to study   
 that,” Davey says. He’s also helping Mieras test  
 a low-cost Light Imaging Detection and Ranging  
 (LIDAR) device that can be deployed during storms 
 to quantify the rapid changes that happen on the   
 beach during those events.

“After Florence and many other recent hurricanes,  
 we’re in desperate need of more accurate predictions  
 of geomorphic change so we can improve response   
 and recovery to storms on our barrier islands,” he   
 says. “Devices like the CCP+ and LIDAR can provide  
 data to guide policy advice about coastal construction  
 and protection measures.”

 Davey plans to continue research on the project next   
 summer during an internship with the Naval Research  
 Laboratory, an opportunity he wouldn’t be able to take  
 advantage of without the support of his scholarship.   
 Down the road, he looks forward to paying back that   
 support by establishing a career in service to the  
 place he grew up. 

“I live in Edenton on the Albemarle Sound, and it’s a   
 relatively poor area,” he says. “I thought this would   
 be a beautiful way to give back to North Carolina,  
 by getting into coastal engineering, and being  
 able to help protect them from the impacts  
 of hurricanes.”  
 
 Visit uncw.edu/give to learn more about how   
 you can support students like no other through  
 scholarships at UNCW.

Photo courtesy of the Coastal Sediments and Hydrodynamics Laboratory
Photo courtesy of Mariko Polk and Mackenzie Taggart

Drew Davey                               Mariko Polk
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Table Stakes for  
Today’s Workplace 
Applied learning experiences give Cameron School students  
a decisive edge in an increasingly competitive job market 
By Kristin S. Hanson  

 After graduating from the Cameron School of Business in 2013,  
 David White didn’t head to New York to start climbing the ladder  
 of a well-known investment fund. Instead, he stayed in North   
 Carolina and started his own. 

 What made White – and his clients – confident that such a   
 young man could deliver a strong return on their investments?  
 As an undergraduate, White took part in the Student Managed  
 Investment Fund, a real-dollar portfolio established at UNCW   
 in 2011. Students involved with the fund spend half a semester  
 learning how to evaluate securities and the other half applying  
 what they’ve learned. 

“Resumes of 21-year-olds have a tendency to look the same.   
 There aren’t many differentiators, but the Student Managed  
 Investment Fund is one,” says Professor Bill Sackley, who   
 teaches the class connected with the fund. 

 The fund – and other applied learning opportunities like the   
 Cameron Executive Network, Fed Challenge and the Center   
 for Sales Excellence and Customer Delight – give UNCW  
 alumni significant advantages in securing internships and  
 employment after graduation. Increasing access to these   
 programs for students is a top priority of Like No Other. 
 The Campaign for UNCW.

“Hiring and training sales professionals is very expensive for   
 organizations. Students who have taken sales courses and   
 demonstrated what they’ve learned in competitions stand out,”  
 says John Reed, director of the sales center. Tom Eggleston,   
 head of talent for Live Oak Bank – a top employer of Cameron   
 School graduates – agrees.

“Applied learning experiences aren’t electives anymore, they’re  
 critical elements to entering today’s job market,” Eggleston says. 
“Experience with real-world tools accelerates the learning curve  
 for new employees and enhances early engagement. The faster  
 you can get a new college graduate engaged, the better.”

 The Cameron School’s applied learning programs provide as   
 realistic an environment as possible for students, sometimes   
 without even requiring them to leave campus. In Sackley’s   
 class, students are assigned one of the financial markets’ 11   
 sectors and expected to make investment recommendations   
 for the portfolio to the entire class.  

“You’re reading annual reports and looking at financials,  
 then it turns into more of a discussion-based class, where   
 you’re bringing your hypotheses and debating them with other  
 students and Dr. Sackley,” says White, who co-founded Bradford  
 Tolson Consulting with fellow alumnus Scott Tolson ’13. “I still  
 use the process of diligently thinking through any investment  
 by a dialectic method. We use it to find flaws and poke holes in  
 our reasoning, just to make sure we’re making strong decisions.”

 In the Center for Sales Excellence and Customer Delight,  
 students have access to the Sales Lab, which features two   
 conference rooms outfitted with two-way mirrors and video   
 equipment that records both the seller and the buyer during a  
 hypothetical sales interaction. 

“It’s a bit scary the first time you’re in there,” says Frauke Schiefner ’20  
 of the Sales Lab, which she used both in her classes and as a  
 member of one of the center’s sales competition teams. “You’re  
 challenged to go out of your comfort zones in those experiences.  
 There is plenty of room to make mistakes because you learn   
 from all of them.”
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 That practice paid off when Schiefner’s team  
 succeeded at the 2019 Pi Sigma Epsilon National   
 Convention, where a company in attendance noticed  
 her performance. Rite-Hite, an industrial equipment   
 manufacturer in Wisconsin, sought her out for an   
 interview and eventually offered her an internship at  
 their Milwaukee headquarters. When she returned  
 to her native Germany after graduation, that internship  
 and her training as a Cameron School sales student   
 helped her land position as a marketing and sales  
 trainee at genua GmbH and a master’s student  
 at Wismar University.

“When I interviewed for the job I have now, I talked   
 about being in the U.S., doing sales competitions  
 with UNCW and being so involved in the sales industry,”  
 Schiefner says. “They were amazed. The U.S. is the   
 sales country, having so much support is awesome.   
 I’d never have gotten that kind of experience here  
 [in Germany].”

 Speaking of experience, students involved in the  
 Student-Managed Investment Fund last fall had a   
 veritable crash course in crisis financial management.  
 They were tasked with steering the fund’s more than  
 $1.8 million portfolio to safety amidst the COVID-19   
 pandemic, episodes of civil unrest and a contentious  
 presidential campaign. At the time of the writing of   
 this article, Sackley’s class was preparing for its final  
 exam: a presentation of recommendations to the   
 fund’s advisory board.

“This is fully realistic, and it’s something some of  
 these students will be expected to do in their first  
 jobs after graduation,” Sackley says. “Time will tell   
 how their decisions play out, but I’m proud of  
 what they’ve done.”  
 
 Visit uncw.edu/give to learn more about how   
 you can support faculty and applied learning   
 experiences like no other at UNCW.

“You’re challenged to go out of your comfort  
 zones in those experiences. There is plenty of   
 room to make mistakes because you learn  
 from all of them.”  
    – Frauke Schiefner ’20
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 Donelle Pistorino ’21 was worried. With COVID-19 driving   
 classes online, she was about to meet her fall semester tutoring  
 student for the first time through a computer screen. A teaching  
 assistant for the past decade, Pistorino is working toward her  
 master’s degree in the Watson College of Education with a goal  
 of becoming an elementary school teacher. She knows how  
 important it is to connect with a young student on a personal level. 

“It’s definitely easier when you’re sitting next to someone,’”  
 she says. “I’m always looking for characters on backpacks  
 and shoes and clothes, and when you only see them from  
 the neck up, it’s hard.”

 Despite observing social distancing measures, Pistorino wasn’t  
 on her own to find a way forward. She was working through   
 WCE’s Betty Stike Education Laboratory, whose staff showered  
 Watson student participants with resources, including crash   
 courses in how to use Zoom and its best features. They pointed  
 out where to find online children’s books and how to create   
 personal interest inventories to help make those connections. 

“I didn’t know you could share a computer mouse and play  
 video games online with students,” Pistorino marveled.  
“They really set us up for success.”

 For Pistorino and hundreds of other teachers and teachers- 
 in-training, the COVID-19 pandemic has clearly demonstrated  
 the tangible impact the Watson College has on the local education  
 system through programs like the Ed Lab and the Professional  
 Development System. It’s a role the Watson College has played  
 for educators and schools for more than 30 years.

“We use our partnerships not as a one-way street but as a way  
 we can create mutually beneficial and sustainable impact over  
 time,” says PDS Director Somer Lewis. “At a lot of institutions,  
 that work is very one-way: ‘I’m a faculty member and I need   
 this kind of data, so I’m going to give you my expertise for a   
 time, then leave.’ That’s not how it is here at UNCW.” 

 The pandemic also illustrated the Watson College’s flexibility   
 in responding to a rapidly changing environment for teachers   
 and students alike. For example, the PDS assessed educators’  
 needs early in the pandemic. They then held a conference in   
 April that tackled topics like the basics of online teaching and  
 how to provide feedback in virtual environments. It was a natural  
 move for a system focused on the practical needs of educators. 

“I think for the teachers, PDS allows them to feel this kind of   
 continuum of support,” says Erin Green ’08M, a former high   
 school teacher, current doctoral student and graduate assistant  
 in the PDS office. That’s particularly important during a pandemic,  
 when teachers are balancing a multitude of professional and   
 personal tasks. 

 Because of its longstanding partnerships in the school systems  
 of New Hanover and the surrounding counties – in part because  
 of the many Watson College graduates who work in them – the  
 PDS has a finger on the pulse on the needs of teachers like no  
 other organization. That knowledge benefits not only practicing  
 teachers but also pre-service teachers enrolled in the  
 Watson College.

A Lifeline for  
Local Teachers
Watson College outreach programs provide educators  
vital guidance through the pandemic   

By Tracy  Vogel
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“Education is constantly changing,” says Dorian 
 Barnes ’04, ’10M, a PDS master teacher, instructional  
 coach and site coordinator. “You can talk about it   
 and teach about it all you want from behind a desk,   
 but if you’re not out there in the field, you don’t  
 have a leg to stand on.”

 Expanding the depth and reach of programs like  
 the PDS and Ed Lab is a key priority of Like No Other.  
 The Campaign for UNCW. Philanthropic support   
 enables these programs to provide rapid and robust   
 support for the education community in times of   
 crisis. In calmer times, it can help teachers attend   
 conferences and training and bring Watson College   
 faculty into the community instead of requiring  
 them to travel to Wilmington.  

 For Pistorino, the Ed Lab’s resources have already   
 made a world of difference, allowing her and her tutoring  
 student to make progress during these unusual times. 
  After creating a series of slides to help uncover her   
 student’s interests, Pistorino bonded with the 7-year- 
 old over her stuffed dragon, Miles. 

“We had to do a writing piece so, obviously, we had to  
 write about Miles. It was really a lot of fun,” she says. 

 And her student isn’t the only one benefiting from   
 their lessons. 

“I think what I’ve learned in the Ed Lab, including how  
 to utilize different websites, is a great skill set to bring  
 to the classroom,” Pistorino says. “The face of education  
 is going to change after this pandemic.”  
 
 Visit uncw.edu/give to learn more about how   
 you can support community engagement  
 programs like no other.
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Did you know: Each year, the  

Ed Lab serves 400+ Watson College  

and community students, and the  

PDS serves 2,000+ teachers  

throughout North Carolina.



 Benjamin Williams ’21 is in awe of Veterans Hall, the building  
 that became his educational home in August 2020. He marvels  
 over the rehabilitation lab, which is set up just like a real clinic 
  with adjustable high-and-low tables, and another area that houses  
 an underwater treadmill. He revels in the virtual cadaver lab, 
  equipped with Anatomage tables that function like giant iPads 
  that he can use to examine virtual human skeletons and   
 muscular systems. 

“I’m still trying to wrap my mind around it,” said Williams of  
 the new hub for the College of Health and Human Services. 
“UNCW was always on the map, but this building puts us  
 on the front page.”

 Veterans Hall was built with funds from the 2016 Connect NC 
 bond referendum and provides nearly 150,000 square feet of 
 much-needed space for students and faculty in the schools of  
 health and applied human sciences, nursing and social work.  
 But as with many university buildings, philanthropic investment  
 will maximize the opportunities such an expansive new building  
 can provide. Improving and enhancing facilities across campus  
 is a key priority of Like No Other. The Campaign for UNCW. 

 In the case of Veterans Hall, gifts made during the campaign   
 will help outfit the many applied learning laboratory spaces  
 the new building has created, including what, when fully funded, 
 will be the region’s only human cadaver lab and an Interprofessional 
 Teaching Clinic. Students in the college have long worked in  
 simulated emergency rooms and with high-fidelity manikins and 
  volunteer actors who portray patients. But both the cadaver 
 lab and the Interprofessional Teaching Clinic will fully embed   
 students and faculty into real situations, right on campus.

“From a learning perspective, that’s where the transformation   
 happens,” said Ashley Wells, CHHS’s assistant dean for  
 community engagement and impact. “You have to think  
 critically and put the things that you’ve learned into practice.   
 That causes you to then have this deep learning experience   
 where you can see yourself in action and see how well  
 you respond to a situation.”

 For Steve Elliott ’96, professor and director of the School of  
 Health and Applied Human Sciences, the difference in the   
 applied learning opportunities students had before Veterans   
 Hall and now is like moving from up from a traveling fair  
 to Disneyland. 

“This will provide an invaluable experience for students in   
 programs such as respiratory therapy, public health, athletic   
 training and exercise science,” Elliott said. 

 For Williams, an athletic training major, working with real   
 human bodies in a cadaver lab will offer training that even the 
  impressive new Anatomage tables can’t replicate. “It’s about   
 having the opportunity to experience the effects of diseases  
 on the human body and how bodies can be different, providing  
 a hands-on opportunity to gain that knowledge,” he said.  
“It’s going to be an amazing opportunity for learning.” 

 The Interprofessional Teaching Clinic (see rendering on p. 33),  
 expected to open later this year, will merge hands-on learning  
 with community benefit. Although the educational strategy for  
 the clinic is still in development, the goal is to have as many   
 students as possible rotate through, giving them the opportunity  
 to work with practicing professionals and serving real patients  
 and clients. 

Where Transformation 
Happens 

New lab spaces in Veterans Hall give health and human services 
students real-world experiences –without ever leaving campus 
By Tracy  Vogel 
   
By Tracy Vogel
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“Not only will the students be learning from working   
 professionals, but those professionals will be learning  
 from students as well. They’ll get to see things through  
 different eyes,” Wells said. “You can’t help but learn   
 when you’re on a university campus. We’re all uplifted  
 when we work together in these spaces.”

 Even the name of the building is a nod to UNCW’s   
 community-focused ethos. The university has a history  
 of serving members of the military and their families.  
 Veterans Hall houses UNCW’s Office of Military Affairs  
 and features a gathering space for military-affiliated   
 students. 

“Giving back, being of service, being helpful, learning  
 from patients – it goes both ways. Students are going  
 to be learning from patients as much as applying their  
 problem-solving skills,” Wells said. “It’s the interaction,  
 the experience, learning what someone’s life is like.   
 And that’s transformational.”  
 
 Visit uncw.edu/give to learn more about how  
 you can enhance facilities like no other at UNCW.

“You can’t help but learn when you’re on a  
 university campus. We’re all uplifted when  
 we work together in these spaces.” 

  – Ashley Wells, CHHS assistant dean for  
    community engagement and impact

Interprofessional Teaching Clinic rendering courtesy of CHHS
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#UNCWalumni

We asked, you answered!
On Facebook and Instagram, we asked #UNCWalumni to  
tell us how they remember a UNCW experience like no other.  
 
Here’s what you had to say:

 @annaplyler Transformative

 @lrvsmith Memorable

 @maliklalene Breathtaking

 @bobbua Epic!!!

 @johnwdennehy Inspiring

Have you seen our 
Instagram takeovers?  

Follow us on Instagram to see a  

day in the life of Seahawk alumni.  

Did you miss a takeover? All  

takeovers are docked in a highlight  

on our profile to view at any time!  

Visit https://alumni.uncw.edu/

instagram-takeover for more 

information.

 

@uncwalumni

@uncwalumni

@uncw.alumni

 @uncw.alumni Take a minute to 
reflect back to your time on campus. 
How would you describe your Seahawk 
experience in one word?

Clock Tower Blanket

“I worked in the Sponsored Programs  
 office for several years and when I  
 graduated, they gifted me this blanket.  
 It’s been well loved in the years  
 since then.”  
– Kristen Aycock Thurnau ’07, ’09M

Pen Holder, Circa 1994-1995
“Best pen holder ever! May have a  
 pep band jersey somewhere too!” 
 – Brian Sauls ’97

Golf Club Headcovers
“My Seahawk golf club headcovers.”  
 – Jeff Jones ’00

@uncwalumni
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SAVE THE DATE
April 6-7, noon to noon

uncw.edu/seahawksgive
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